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	Concise work presents topological concepts in clear, elementary fashion without sacrificing their profundity or exactness. Author proceeds from basics of set-theoretic topology, through topological theorems and questions based on concept of the algebraic complex, to the concept of Betti groups.


	FEW BRANCHES of geometry have developed so rapidly and successfully in recent times as topology, and rarely has an initially unpromising branch of a theory turned out to be of such fundamental importance for such a great range of completely different fields as topology. Indeed, today in nearly all branches of analysis and in its far-reaching applications, topological methods are used and topological questions asked.


	Such a wide range of applications naturally requires that the conceptual structure be of such precision that the common core of the superficially different questions may be recognized. It is not surprising that such an analysis of fundamental geometrical concepts must rob them to a large extent of their immediate intuitiveness-so much the more, when in the application to other fields, as in the geometry of our surrounding space, an extension to arbitrary dimensions becomes necessary.
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React: Up & Running: Building Web ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2016

	Hit the ground running with React, the open-source technology from Facebook for building rich web applications fast. With this practical guide, Facebook web developer Stoyan Stefanov teaches you how to build components--React's basic building blocks--and organize them into maintainable, large-scale apps. If you're familiar with...
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Artificial Intelligence. An International PerspectiveSpringer, 2009

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing inter-disciplinary field with a long and distinguished history that involves many countries and considerably pre-dates the development of computers. It can be traced back at least as far as Ancient Greece and has evolved over time to become a major subfield of computer science in general.
...
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The Google Way: How One Company Is Revolutionizing Management as We Know ItNo Starch Press, 2009

Shortly after World War I, Ford and GM created the large modern corporation, with its financial and statistical controls, mass production, and assembly lines. In the 1980s, Toyota stood out for combining quality with continuous refinement. Today, Google is reinventing business yet again-the way we work, how organizations are controlled,...
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Ballistic TraumaSpringer, 2005

	Ballistic Trauma: A Practical Guide provides a concise guide to the clinical and operational issues surrounding the management of the ballistic casualty. The book crystallizes the knowledge and experience accrued by those dealing with ballistic trauma on a regular basis and extends this to those who have to manage these...
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Office 2003 XML for Power Users (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2004

	SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION in the late 1990s, XML has revolutionized the way data is

	stored, manipulated, and shared. XML has made it possible for applications written

	in different programming languages (and running on different operating systems)

	to exchange any type of information. XML also allows different

	organizations to...
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Exoplanets: Finding, Exploring, and Understanding Alien Worlds (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2011

	Exoplanets: Finding, Exploring, and Understanding Alien Worlds probes the basis for possible answers to the fundamentals questions asked about these planets orbiting stars other than our Sun. This book examines what such planets might be like, where they are, and how we find them.


	Until around ten years ago, the only planets...
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